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Abstract: In multimedia device power saving control mechanism improves lifetime of device. There are various
techniques to reduce power consumption in multimedia devices . Such Systems mainly designed by using ARM
controller which supports different features and algorithms for the development of streaming multimedia systems. To
enhance the efficiency in developing embedded systems and to reduce burning kernel time, ARM controller is mounted
by network file system (NFS) sharing multimedia file. DVFS gives good power control mechanism use different
frequencies at different device state. ARM controller is powerful processor and it can be mounted on Linux, android
operating systems which give highly effective and low power system.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
There are open source and licence free software to develop
multimedia devices. It gives application framework that
can be add and modify functions , applications. Today’s
worlds these systems are used in home appliances,
vehicles and smartphones to provide different services. A
complete software frameworks includes Operating system,
middleware and applications. The many systems based on
Linux kernel. The uppermost layer is to develop
applications and it can give to the third party. Many of the
libraries are based on C/C++. In most of the mobile
devices power is main concerns because of the
overloading of the services. Android uses the Linux kernel
power management technique to extend the battery life.

Mobile Cloud Computing system is helpful to remove
drawback of system regarding the data storage and
processing power. Mobile cloud computing also support
security and mobility functions. Mobile cloud computing
is consist of both technologies that is cloud computing and
mobile computing [4]. Scalable coding-While playing
multimedia services need to decode first so this decoding
can be control to reduce power consumption. Feedback
mechanism is used to give acknowledge to server and
server changes data accordingly. When mobile device
reduces its battery .RTSP is used for manage sequence
which is helpful in controlling multimedia and playback[45-6].

Multimedia devices increases day by day and also
becoming more popular .They are using with device like
mobile, laptop, smart phone and other embedded ones.
Multimedia services are used in different fields like
broadband, business, agricultural and industrial [1].
Streaming services are those which playing on one device
and same time saving it on another. The directed media
player will access file and play it without moving or
copying[2].

B. Platform and Standard
System is mostly platform dominant .In this there is must
requirement that developer do slightly different
application version to address variation in sets. This may
require dozens of executable files called as fragmentation
that requires much of operational cost. Dot.NET CF
Designed for application on windows mobile. It have
ability with underlying devices operating system that
allow integration of native component it the device[7].

II.

AN OVERVIEW OF DEVICE
TECHNOLOGIES
A.
Cloud Technology
Cloud also capable to provide storage and multimedia
content management with taking care of privacy and
security. Cloud media system is layered like structure.
i)Infrastructure-as-a-Service :Resources are taken out from
architecture or infrastructure. Ex. private, public clouds
and community clouds.

3GPP is standard for multimedia it gives media codes and
protocols for server and client.3GPP PSSS appeared first
and its protocol were based on Real Time Steaming
Protocol(RTSP), Request for Comments (RFC), Session
Description Protocol for carrying real-time speech, audio,
video. SMIL used for static media file and to carry
continues media RTP/UDP/IP protocol was used [8].

C. Android Technology
ii)Platform-as-a-Service: Services in this type categorized Android launched in 2007 by Google. It is free and license
as Media representation, Media Distribution and media free platform for developing mobile devices. Android have
upper application layer and framework helpful to modify
adoption.
and add functions and applications. Today’s worldandroid
iii)Software-as-Service: In this services application are systems used many fields like home appliances, vehicles,
used by viewers itself on the device[3].
smartphones, business and many others.
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III.

AN OVERVIEW OF POWER AWARE
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
For reduce energy of system need to reduce the data rate
of the multimedia stream. System which is designed by
using ARM micro controller which supports different
features and algorithms for the development of streaming
multimedia.

scheduling motivates the need of DVFS mechanism per
core. Voltage regulators fielded into the same chip provide
control and scaling voltage per core. The system may
leads challenges like regulator efficiency transient
characteristics etc. but on chip regulators are helpful to
improve the effectiveness of DVFS and leads to energy
saving of overall system.

Fig 2.System with Camera Unit
The camera capture attached with system is for streaming
the videos. The video can be streamed from the camera
unit to the cloud server or it can be streamed from
YouTube means through internet. While playing video
Fig 1.General architecture of Multimedia system
hardware support DVFS mechanism that is it changes the
cpu speed and voltage according to the device load. Which
Integrated circuit technologies consume less power. ARM will helpful to save power of the processor.
controller is a highly effective and low power hardware
processor. It can be mounted on Linux, Android, and B.
SERVER SIDEVIEW
WINCE operating systems. The inbuilt DSP is a very Cloud is implemented on local server. On this cloud we
powerful and very fast microprocessor. The analog to uploaded the video files of different lenths.The energy of
digital converter (ADC) can translate analog signals to offloading can be calculated, So energy is calculated with
digital signals. The DSP can translate digital signals to the help multiplication of of file length and time period
analog signals by digital to analog converter (DAC), required to offload. We can upload any content length file
which is useful for developing codec engines. To enhance to the cloud only taking capacity into mind.
the efficiency in developing embedded systems and to
reduce burning kernel time, ARM controller is mounted by
network file system (NFS) sharing multimedia file. It uses
Transmission.
Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) to mount on
local network server. Through remote control, the user can
add, modify, and remove applications and files. ARM
board also support MMC multimedia cards for storing
data.
The key element of an ARM RISC processor that the
reduced instruction set means that the processor can run on
using fewer transistors and hence reduce current
Fig 3. Server Side
consumption. The current consumption of any processor is
a key attribute for many portable applications because it
So on the server side we can view all the files and energy
directly reflects into battery life.
details of file which is uploaded on the Server side.It is
A.
SYSTEM WITH CAMERA CAPTUTR UNIT helpful to see all owner’s files and viewing energy
Portable, battery operated embedded systems have more details.Mobile energy also can be calculated. Here owner
demands in terms of high performance and low can upload the files to the cloud server. To access the files
microprocessor design. Dynamic voltage and frequency from cloud to the user it need to login from client side.
scaling is known technology to reduce energy
consumption. This designed architecture is also support C.
CLIENT SIDE VIEW
DVFS mechanism. It may hamper the slow voltage Client side it is the side of the user. At the user end it is
transitions. The recent technique like multithreading, task Gui for login and accessing the files. User can
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simplyaccess the videos , images , Audio files by simply
login to it. Login keys are necessary for security purposes.
The client GUI created here is on android operating
system. This android application is mounted on
development board. So it is possible to use boards low
power technics and minimize power consumption, It is
better and user friendly to use android system because now
days it is very popular gives quality experience.

In the above GUI the performance of the system is shown.
This is screen on the client side which can observe the
performance and it helpful to user to offloading the
complex file into the cloud server. Which will improves
the lifetime of the system. Here we monitored the
parameter like CPU usage and power usage and can be
add quality current also.
The GUI shows that while playing the video or accessing
the cloud data the CPU used completely and and power
used is also high. It can be change according to video load.
B.

Performance Status Without Playing video:

Fig 4.GuiFor Login
GUI shown above is android gui and user can register here
by using the id and password and then further can login
and access the file from the cloud.
IV.
A.

EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS:
Viewing Energy Details:
Table: 1 Energy Details at server side

Fig 6. Performance Without Cloud
In the above GUI the performance of the system is shown
without playing video files. The GUI shows that without
playing the video or accessing the cloud data the CPU not
used completely but it is only 10% and power used is also
low. It can be increases according according to video
load.

In the above table or webpage gives the energy details of
the files at server side. The table file shows that energy
consumption for different files is different and it can be
changes accordingly with time period. It gives better
comparison of energy details of uploaded files.
A.

Performance Status While Playing video:

V.
CONCLUSION
This different technologies and different mechanism used
in multimedia devices to reduce power consumption.
Android has open source and mainly used in multimedia
devices to give more powerful system. In every mobile
platform it is necessary to develop application framework
and import with kernel. Then system can easily use the
power management schemes of kernel. This system gives
an approach that minimizes the energy consumption
incurred by the backlight when users access multimedia
streaming on mobile devices. Specifically, the approach
exploits backlight scaling and models a fundamental
optimization problem with scaling constraints (to limit
image distortion, reflect hardware limitation, and consider
user perception). To solve the problem, we propose three
algorithms, and prove that they are optimal in terms of
energy savings when the energy consumption increases
strictly with the backlight levels.
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